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Abstract—Organs-on-Chips (OoCs) are testing platforms for the phar-
maceutical, cosmetic, and chemical industries. They are composed of
miniaturized organ tissues (so-called organ modules) that are connected
via a microfluidic channel network and, by this, emulate human or other
animal physiology on a miniaturized chip. The design of those chips,
however, requires a sophisticated orchestration of numerous aspects, such
as the size of organ modules, the required shear stress on membranes, the
dimensions and geometry of channels, pump pressures, etc. Mastering
all this constitutes a non-trivial design task for which, unfortunately, no
automatic support exists yet. In this work, we propose a first design
automation solution for OoCs. To this end, we review the respective
design steps and formalize a corresponding design specification from it.
Based on that, we then propose an automatic method which generates
a design of the desired device. Evaluations (inspired by real-world use
cases and confirmed by CFD simulations) demonstrate the applicability
and validity of the proposed approach.

Index Terms—microfluidics, micro physiological system, organ-on-chip,
physiological perfusion, shear stress, multi-organ

I. INTRODUCTION

Pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and chemical industries heavily rely on
testing platforms for the development of compounds. For this pur-
pose, they frequently fall back to animal studies—with all its ethical
consequences. At the same time, more and more regions restrict the
use of animal testing (e.g., in the European Union with the Directive
2010/63/EU, or in the US with the FD&C Act). Moreover, 85 % of
pharmaceuticals fail when they are translated from animal studies to
clinical trials [1] as a result of unanticipated toxic side effects since
animal models differ from the human organism [2]. Consequently,
there is a substantial need for alternative testing platforms.

Organs-on-Chip (OoC) platforms provide the most promising
solution to this problem [3], [4]. They hold miniaturized tissues
(called organ modules) that simulate key aspects of human or
other animal organs and connect them in a physiologically relevant
fashion through a membrane to a microfluidic network containing
a circulating fluid. Each organ module mimics key features of the
represented organism. The circulating fluid supplies the organs with
nutrients, removes waste, and transports messenger molecules that
allow inter-organ communication. By this, OoCs provide the missing
link between simple, ordinary cell culture approaches, which are the
basis for identifying pharmaceutical compounds, and clinical trials
by supplementing or replacing animal studies.

However, the design of corresponding OoCs is not a trivial task
and requires a sophisticated orchestration of numerous aspects, such
as the size and scale of organ modules, the required shear stress
on membranes, the dimensions and geometry of channels, pump
pressures, etc. These aspects are correlated, and even slight changes
can affect the whole system. Moreover, because of the various appli-
cations of OoC systems, the testing of compounds, e.g., for patient-
specific applications (testing a treatment on a platform with patient-
derived tissues prior to treatment of the patient) requires frequent
redesigns—leading to severe design and fabrication loops. Consider-
ing that currently design automation for microfluidics focuses only
on other topics such as meander routing [5], [6], microfluidic droplet
networks [7], [8], gradient generators [9], etc. and that the design

of OoCs is still conducted manually thus far, this leaves a tedious,
error-prone, and costly task that urgently requires automation.

In this work, we propose a design automation solution for OoCs to
solve the laborious task described above. To this end, we review the
respective design steps and formalize the corresponding constraints
in terms of a formal specification. Based on that, we then propose
an automatic method that realizes the desired OoC. Evaluations
considering a total of 288 OoC instances (most of them inspired by
real-world examples) demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
approach and confirm that, in the vast majority of cases, the proposed
method is capable of generating the desired designs.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows: First, we
review OoCs and their design—providing the basis and motivation
for this work. Afterwards, Section III introduces the proposed design
automation approach. Section IV summarizes the conducted evalua-
tions. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first review the concept of
Organs-on-Chip (OoC). Afterwards, we discuss the design of
corresponding devices and the current shortcomings of this
process—providing the motivation of this work.

A. Organs-on-Chip

The concept of an OoC is to model human or other animal
physiology on a miniaturized chip. For this to work, it is essential to
include organ tissues to represent the desired organs and to connect
them in a relevant way. To this end, any OoC is composed of three
main components: the organ modules that hold the organ tissues, the
circulating fluid that connects the organ modules, and the membranes
that define the connection between organ modules and circulating
fluid. More precisely:

Organ modules are tissue constructs that represent miniaturized
organs. They try to replicate the functions and interactions inside
an organism (in vivo) and can be 3D-printed [10], lab-grown [11],
or collected from specimens such as tumor tissue [12]. For these
tissues to stay alive and grow, they need to be supplied with nutrients
like glucose and oxygen. Therefore, organ modules constitute a
fundamental part of every OoC device. They are connected to an
inlet and an outlet to ensure media replenishment and a continuous
flow [13]. Eventually, this results in a simplified version of how cells
in the human body are supplied with oxygen and nutrients.

However, while culturing organs in a single tissue chip can provide
insights into the mechanisms within that single organ, the intra-body
communication and response to disease, injury, and therapy can only
be investigated if a combination of organ modules is considered [3].
Hence, to properly emulate (parts of) larger organisms, multiple organ
modules are realized within an OoC. Since these organ modules
communicate through cytokines (messenger molecules that allow
inter-organ communication), a corresponding and dedicated circulat-
ing fluid is needed. This circulating fluid does not only provide the
required nutrients but also takes and transports these cytokines from
and between the organ modules.
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Fig. 1: OoC Layout

Finally, to couple the organ modules with the circulating fluid, a
membrane is used that simulates the endothelium, i.e., the inner lining
of blood and lymph vessels. This results in a model that emulates
the organ tissue-blood barrier and is usually achieved by seeding
the membrane with endothelial cells. This results in realistic drug
absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity [3], [14].

Overall, this leads to OoCs that realize the interactions
between organ modules either through (1) distinctive prede-
fined systems [4], [15] (that are static and designed for an
exact combination of organs) or (2) plug-and-play connection
systems [3], [16], [17] (that are more flexible and can realize dif-
ferent combinations of organs).

B. Design of Organs-on-Chip

At a first glance, the design of OoCs may look simple: Organ
modules (for which several solutions are fabricated by researchers;
see, e.g., [4], [18], [19]) have to be taken and connected through a
circulating fluid. However, the realization of (1) the correspondingly
needed interplay between different organ modules, (2) a proper
microfluidic network for the circulating fluid, and (3) the membranes
for an appropriate connection between both is a non-trivial task. In
the following, we briefly review the correspondingly needed steps.
To this end, we follow the main structure of OoCs as sketched in
Fig. 1a and composed of corresponding layers for the organ modules,
the membrane, and the circulating fluid.

1) Organ Modules: First, the respective required modules need to
be defined. The corresponding organ tissues inside them can be one
of two types (as sketched in Fig. 1b): A layered tissue or a round
tissue. The former consists of cell layers that grow directly on the
epithelial membrane. Typical examples include barrier tissues such
as the lung or the skin. Round tissues consist of cell layers that are
formed like a spheroid or sphere and are suspended in fluid. Typical
examples include tumor tissues, but other organs like brain tissue can
also be represented by spheres.

In order to properly design a combination of organ modules, the
respective sizes of the modules obviously have to be proportional
(since their relationship to each other and their impact on the system
should be replicated the same way they interact in the represented
organism [14]). At the same time, the organ size is restricted to a
width of 500 µm since lab-grown or tissue-engineered organs lack
vascularization (growth of blood vessels into a tissue) [11], [20], [21].

A larger tissue would, therefore, lead to a lack of oxygen as well as
nutrients and, hence, to necrotic (i.e., dead) tissue in the organ center.
Defining the size of all organ modules also directly affects the design
of the remaining two layers of an OoC.

2) Membranes: The membrane layer connects organ modules to
the circulating fluid and, hence, is obviously placed between the
other two layers (cf. Fig. 1a). The membranes are usually seeded
with endothelial cells to simulate a vascular system and realize the
cytokine and molecule exchange between each organ module and the
circulating fluid. The sizes of the membranes obviously depend on the
sizes of the respective modules and have to be designed accordingly.
Moreover, the membrane, or, more precisely, the endothelial cells
growing on the membrane (blood vessel model), need to be exposed
to a dedicated shear stress. That is, the tangential force that is applied
to the endothelial layer should be low enough to not wash away
the endothelial cells that are growing on the membrane. At the
same time, it should replicate the shear stress of the represented
organism to prevent dedifferentiation [22], i.e., the loss of cellular
characteristics [23]. This, in turn, also affects, e.g., the required flow
rate of the circulating fluid in the remaining layer.

3) Circulating Fluid Network: Finally, the circulating fluid con-
nects the different organ modules and, by this, allows for the
needed inter-organ communication. This is realized by a dedicated
microfluidic network, as sketched in the bottom of Fig. 1a as well
as in Fig. 1c. Here, a supply channel is realized, which (through
the inlet) introduces fresh fluid and, by this, new nutrients into the
system (and, hence, to the organ modules). Vice versa, a discharge
channel is realized which (through the outlet) removes fluid, including
any produced waste products, from the system. Both, the supply
channel and the discharge channel have to employ the same flow rate
(realized by the pumps) in order to keep the system at equilibrium.
Additionally, a recirculation pump ensures that part of the discharge
fluid is redirected back into organ modules. Finally, a connection
channel directly connects one organ module with the next organ
module.

With that, the entire design of this network is key to achieve the
desired physiological inter-organ communication. More precisely, the
dimensions and geometry of the channels as well as the realization
of the respective branching eventually regulate the flow rates of each
channel. This is turn realizes the physiological perfusion and, by
this, the rate of blood flow (emulated by the circulating fluid within



this network) through the tissue. Properly defining those flow rates
is required to ensure that, e.g., organs with a lower perfusion are
exposed to a lower volumetric flow rate, while organs with high
perfusion like the liver are exposed to a larger flow rate. This, together
with the size of the modules and the respective required shear stress
to be realized on the membranes, requires a careful design of the
entire network.

Overall, in order to properly design an entire OoC, a sophisticated
orchestration of numerous aspects is required (starting from the spec-
ification of organ modules and membranes over the required/allowed
shear stress acting on the membranes towards dedicated dimensions
and geometry of channels, pump pressures, etc. for the microfluidic
network realizing the circulating fluid layer). Eventually, this results
in various constraints that need to be considered when generating a
corresponding design. Resolving all these linked aspects is a complex
task that is mainly conducted manually thus far. Accordingly, the
design of corresponding devices still remains a tedious, error-prone,
and costly task that urgently requires automation.

III. AUTOMATIC DESIGN FOR ORGANS-ON-CHIP

In this section, we propose an automatic solution which solves
the tasks reviewed above. To this end, we first derive a specification
incorporating the numerous aspects to be considered in a formal fash-
ion. Afterwards, we describe the proposed design automation method
that is used to generate the desired OoC from this specification.

A. Determining the Specification of the Desired OoC

To determine the specification of the desired OoC, the aspects that
were reviewed in the previous section need to be formalized. Again,
this includes the specification of the organ modules and membranes,
the required/allowed shear stress acting on the membranes, and the
physiological perfusion of the organ modules.

1) Specification of the Organ Modules: First, the organ modules
which shall be used need to be defined. This includes the specification
of its tissue type and size. In general, two main organ types are used
in OoCs: round tissues and layered tissues (as reviewed above and
shown in Fig. 1b). Determining the tissue type is necessary for the
later determination of the size of the organ basin. If only layered
tissues are used, the channel width that is equal to the module width
is set to 1mm. If, instead, at least one round tissue is included in the
OoC, its radius r defines the module size and, hence, the circulating
fluid channel width. More precisely, then, the organ module width
and length are equal to 4× r where r ≤ 250 µm [21].

Afterwards, the sizes of the organ modules need to be adjusted
in relation to each other so that they indeed represent a scaled-
down version of the considered organism. This can be realized by
linearly scaling each organ, which results in the same mass (and
volume) relation as in the represented organism. More precisely,
when the mass of the complete scaled down organism Mb [kg]
(“total mass of the miniaturized organism”) is unknown, it can be
determined by specifying the desired mass of the miniaturized organ
module Mm [kg] using

Mb =
Mm ×Mh

MTissue
, (1)

where Mh [kg] is the mass of a reference standard human, and
MTissue [kg] is the reference mass of the tissue in the reference
standard human. Based on that, the weight of all remaining organ
modules can be determined using

Mm =
MTissue ×Mb

Mh
. (2)

Together, organ type and mass (and volume) define the module size
and also influence the specification of the channel width and geometry
of the microfluidic network.

Example 1. A typical organ module in an OoC is a liver module. The
size of the liver of a standard human male (70 kg) is 1 kg [24]. In
a miniaturized liver-on-chip that simulates the liver of an organism
with a weight of 1× 10−6 kg, the liver organoid would have a mass
of approx. 1.42× 10−8 kg. This results in a organ module length of
89 µm at a width of 1mm and tissue height of 150 µm.

2) Shear Stress on Membrane: The endothelial layer that separates
the organ modules from the circulating blood surrogate needs to be
exposed to continuous shear stress τ [Pa] that is low enough to
not wash away the endothelial cells growing on the membrane. At
the same time, it should replicate the shear stress of the represented
organism, which should be strong enough to prevent dedifferentiation
(loss of cellular characteristics). According to [23], this means the
shear stress should be between 1Pa to 2Pa.

To make sure the shear stress remains within this range, it can be
controlled by the flow rate

Q =
τ × wchannel × h2

channel

6× µ
, (3)

where wchannel [m] is the channel width of the channel that is
connected to the organ module, hchannel [m] its channel height, and
µ [Pa s] is the dynamic viscosity of the circulating fluid [25]. The
flow rate can later be experimentally controlled and is an output of
the presented method.

3) Physiological Perfusion for Organ Communication: The phys-
iological perfusion plays a significant role in the physiological
relevance of the model. It describes the rate of blood flow through
a tissue. In the OoC model, it is represented by a physiological
perfusion factor perf that resembles the fraction of circulating
fluid that is exchanged between the organ modules. The higher
the perfusion, the higher the exposure of the organ module to the
circulating fluid. This percentage is determined by

perf =
Qorganblood

Qtotalblood
× Vcirc.fluid

Vblood
, (4)

where Qorganblood [m3/s] is the standard blood flow through the
organ, Qtotalblood [m3/s] is the standard cardiac blood throughput,
Vcirc.fluid [m3] is the total volume of the circulating fluid flow, and
Vblood [m3] is the scaled down blood volume of a standard human
male proportional to the organ sizes on the OoC.

It also includes the dilution of the communication molecules due
to the larger circulating fluid volume compared to the blood volume.
In the current configuration, the dilution factor Vcirc.fluid

Vblood
is set to 2.

The channel branching (cf. Fig. 1c) allows to balance the flow rate to
fulfill the requirements for shear stress as well as the physiological
perfusion between organ modules.

Example 2. Consider again the liver-on-chip module from above.
The reported physiological perfusion of the liver in a standard
human male is 1450mLmin−1. Together with a dilution factor of 2 ,
this results in a volume exchange of 55.4% for the liver module.
This percentage is then multiplied with the flow rate below the
organ modules—resulting in the flow rate required in the connection
channel [24]. The flow rate of the discharge channel is the remaining
flow (1 − perf) × Q, which results in 44.6% ×Q and is equal to
the flow rate of the supply channel.



Utilizing the equations and constraints from above results in a
precise specification for the entire OoC design. Their orchestration,
including the relation between organ modules and the flow rates for
the circulating fluid network, then needs to be realized. An automated
solution for this is described in the next section.

B. Realization of the Specification

Using the formal specification introduced above, an OoC design
can be realized in an automatic fashion. For the organ modules
and the size of the membranes, this can easily be accomplished
by employing Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. In contrast, the realization of the
microfluidic network for the circulating fluid requires some more
steps in order to ensure that additional aspects such as pressure
gradients and resistances are accounted for. Here, the entire geometry
of the network as well as dimensions of the single channels need to
be created so that the correspondingly needed flow rates are realized.
To this end, the following four steps are performed:

• Initialization: Determine the required flow rate for all channels.
• Pressure Correction: Match the pressure gradient, flow rate, and

resistance of each channel.
• Meander Insertion: Design the supply and discharge channels

such that they implement the desired resistance by adjusting
their lengths.

• Offset Correction: Adjust the offsets of the supply and discharge
channels (cf. Fig. 2) such that there is enough space to actually
place all channels.

The latter three steps are carried out until no further pressure
correction is necessary. The result is a valid OoC chip design as
well as flow rate settings for the pumps. In the following, these steps
are described in detail:

1) Initialization: First, the flow rates in all channels (cf. Fig. 2) are
determined. For each organ module Mi, the required flow rate QM

i

can be determined by Eq. 3. The flow rate Qc
i of the connection

between modules depends on the perfusion (cf. Eq. 4) and can be
determined by Qc

i = perf ×QM
i . The remaining flow rates can be

determined by applying Kirchhoff’s current law [26]: For each node
(i.e., where multiple channels meet), the sum of the incoming flow
rates equals the sum of the exiting flow. These nodes and the flow
rates are illustrated for two modules in Fig. 2. Consequently, the
relations

Qs
i = QM

i −Qc
i ,

Qsf
i = Qsf

i+1 +Qs
i ,

Qd
i = QM

i −Qc
i+1, and

Qdd
i = Qdd

i+1 +Qd
i

(5)

allow to determine the remaining flow rates. Then, the required flow
rates for the inlet and outlet pumps (cf. Fig. 1a) are equal to the
flow rates of the supply feed and discharge drain channel of the
first module, i.e., Qsf

0 and Qdd
0 . Conversely, the flow rate of the

connection channel Qc
0 in front of the first module defines the flow

rate of the recirculation pump.
Second, the dimensions for each channel are fixed, i.e., the

width w, height h, and length l are assigned. The module channel
dimensions can be determined as described in Section III-A. The
other channels can be freely sized. However, a reasonable choice is
to use a uniform channel height throughout the chip. Additionally,
the supply feed and discharge drain (horizontal channels) can be set
to the same width as the module channel, while the vertical supply
and discharge channels (cf. Fig. 2) should have a smaller diameter
(e.g., h

w
= 2

3
).

Finally, the channel resistances are computed. The resistance R of
a rectangular channel is determined by the width w and height h of

Fig. 2: Flow rate nodes

its cross-section, as well as its length l [27]. If h ≤ w, and given the
viscosity µ of the fluid, then a channel implements the resistance1

R =
12µl

1− 0.63( h
w
)

1

h3w
. (6)

2) Pressure Correction: Using the information from the previous
step, the pressure gradients can be computed for every channel by
employing the Hagen-Poiseuille equation [26], i.e.,

∆P = RQ, (7)

where ∆P is the difference in pressure between two channel ends,
R is the channel’s resistance, and Q is the flow rate in the channel.
However, the channels may still violate Kirchhoff’s voltage law [26]
since, along any closed cycle of channels, the sum of oriented
pressure gradients must be zero. To correct this violation, the pressure
gradients of each module’s vertical supply and discharge channels
are manipulated by changing the channels’ lengths until Kirchhoff’s
voltage law is satisfied.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3. More precisely, starting with the last
organ module and iterating backwards, the supply and discharge
channels are adjusted such that the sum of pressure gradients around
each cycle is zero, i.e.,

∆P s
i = ∆P s′

i+1

∆P d
i = ∆P d′

i+1,
(8)

where ∆P s
i , ∆P d

i are the pressure gradients along the supply and
discharge channels of the module, and ∆P s′

i+1, ∆P d′
i+1 complete the

cycle as indicated in Fig. 3 (marked by red arrows for the supply cycle
and blue arrows for the discharge cycle). Such a pressure adjustment
can be achieved in two ways:

1) If the pressure gradient needs to be larger, increase the chan-
nel’s length lsi or ldi and, therefore, its resistance and pressure
gradient.

2) If the pressure gradient needs to be smaller, it may not be
possible to shorten the channel length in the same way. Instead,
make all channels of the succeeding modules longer such that
the voltage law is satisfied in the same way.

By employing this procedure, it is ensured that the supply and
discharge channels strictly increase and, thus, pressure correction can
indeed be applied.

1This is an approximation for h
w

→ 0, i.e., wide channels, which is the
common case.



Fig. 3: Pressure gradient cycles and meanders

3) Meander Insertion: The next task is to physically design the
channels such that they can accommodate the additional length from
the previous step. To this end, so-called meander channels [5] are
used. Fig. 3 illustrates how meanders are used to increase the channel
length until the required length is achieved.

4) Offset Correction: Finally, it is not guaranteed that the me-
anders that have been created in the previous step will fit into the
space between the organ modules and supply feed/discharge drain
channel—possibly creating a collision as illustrated for the upper
meander in Fig. 3 (highlighted red). If this is the case, the supply
and discharge offsets need to be adjusted such that every meander
has enough space to fit in. However, after this correction, there may
be supply/discharge channels that are too short and, therefore, their
length and pressure gradient change, after which further pressure
correction is needed. Hence, these three steps are carried out until no
further pressure correction is necessary.

Overall, after completing the procedure described above, an OoC
design results that consists of organ modules with properly dimen-
sioned tissue sizes and a microfluidic network for the circulating fluid
realizing the desired flow and perfusion rate. The open-source soft-
ware implementation is available at https://github.com/cda-tum/mmft-
ooc-designer.

IV. EVALUATION

In order to demonstrate the applicability and validity of the
proposed design automation method for OoCs, we used the approach
proposed above to automatically generate various OoC designs.
To this end, different OoC use cases have been considered, from
which a corresponding specification has been derived as described
in Section III-A. Based on that, a design has been generated as
described in Section III-B. In order to validate whether the resulting
designs work as intended, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulations [28], [29] have been conducted.

As use cases, we considered four examples of OoCs inspired by
real-world examples with predefined organ arrangements and organ
tissue types. This includes combinations of a barrier tissue like the
lung or the gastro-intestinal tract for drug uptake [4] with the liver,
which plays a major role in the body’s metabolism [30] and the
brain, as it differs the most between humans and other animals [11].
For a combination of lung, liver, and brain the male simple and
female simple use cases represent the respective sexes of an OoC.
The male gi tract use case uses the gastro-intestinal tract as a
barrier tissue (instead of the lung). Finally, the male kidney use case
additionally includes the kidney, allowing for the investigation of
potential side effects on this organ [31]. Furthermore, four generic
and larger use cases with liver tissue were considered in order to
demonstrate scalability (denoted by generic1 to generic4). For each

Fig. 4: CFD simulation for the male simple chip

of these use cases, a variation of certain parameters has been applied,
i.e., each basic OoC use case was instantiated for several viscosity
values µ ∈ {7.2× 10−4, 9.3× 10−4, 1.1× 10−3}[Pa s] [32], shear
stress values τ ∈ {12 × 10−1, 15 × 10−1, 20 × 10−1}[Pa] [33],
and spacing values (minimum distance between channels) {0.5 ×
10−3, 1×10−3, 1.5×10−3}[m]. In total, this led to 288 OoC designs
which have been generated.

Afterwards, the resulting designs have been validated using the
CFD simulator OpenFOAM [29]. As a representative, the result-
ing design (as well as simulation result) for an instance of the
male simple use case is shown in Fig. 4. Here, the color gradient
illustrates the fluid velocities, which shows that the velocities and,
therefore, also the flow rates are approximately the same in each
module channel (marked by boxes). More precisely, the measured
flow rates for modules 1, 2, and 3 are 7.66, 7.92, and 7.88
[10−9m

3
/s], respectively, whereas the chip was intended to have a

flow rate of 7.81 [10−9m
3
/s] in all modules—resulting in a deviation

between the specification and the resulting design of 1.90%, 1.41%,
and 0.86%, respectively. Conversely, the measured perfusion rates for
each module deviate from the intended values by 1.95%, 0.09%, and
1.87%. Since those deviations are negligible and way below typical
tolerances applied in microfluidics [34], this confirms that the design
that has been (automatically) created by the proposed approach works
as intended.

For all remaining instances, we summarized the obtained results
in Table I. Here, the first two columns provide the identifier of the
use case as well as the respectively considered number of organ
modules. Afterwards, the relative deviations (in %) in perfusion rates
and module flow rates between the specification and the resulting
design (as obtained by the CFD simulation) are provided (note that
we aggregated these values for all instances and provide the average
deviation and the maximal, i.e., worst-case, deviation in Table I).

These results clearly show how accurately the proposed method
realizes the desired OoC designs in most of the cases. Granted, there
are a few single instances in which the deviation gets significant
(e.g., for generic3 with a deviation of up to 9.5% in the worst
case). This is because, after all, for an efficient design automation
method, simplifications such as using approximate formulas for
certain physical quantities (e.g., Eq. 6) cannot be avoided (which is
why every design should be simulated before further consideration).
However, in the vast majority, the deviations are negligible. In
fact, on average, the deviations are less than 3% (even including
the worst cases)—which, again, is within the typical tolerances
applied in microfluidics and, hence, more than acceptable for an
automatically generated microfluidic design.This clearly confirms, on
a broad spectrum of OoCs, that the proposed method is capable of
(automatically) generating the desired designs.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed an automated design approach for
Organs-on-Chip. The approach masters the orchestration of numerous
aspects such as the size of organ modules, the required shear stress



TABLE I: Summary of obtained results

Chip Modules
Deviation [%] Deviation [%]

in perfusion in flow rate
avg max avg max

male simple 3 0.98 3.60 1.15 3.38
female simple 3 0.85 2.91 1.17 2.77
male gi tract 3 1.16 6.90 0.80 1.99
male kidney 4 1.46 8.50 1.56 5.77

generic1 5 2.60 7.63 1.86 5.56
generic2 6 1.15 6.49 1.47 6.23
generic3 7 1.63 9.56 2.19 6.32
generic4 8 1.44 7.95 2.15 6.36

on membranes, the dimensions and geometry of channels, pump
pressures, etc., and, by this, substantially improves this design task,
which, thus far, was executed manually. Eventually, the resulting
method accounts for physiological parameters and automatically gen-
erates a corresponding microfluidic chip design. The applicability and
validity of the generated designs have been evaluated using instances
inspired by real-world use cases and CFD simulations, respectively.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt towards design
automation for OoCs, which is available at https://github.com/cda-
tum/mmft-ooc-designer, and, by this, provides a fundamental basis
for the further development of automatic design methods for OoCs.
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